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Focus: Industrial strength,
smartphone sensibilities
Lens motion technologies developed for phone cameras make
their way into small embedded imaging systems for tough jobs
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Fig. 1: The depth at which
the entire image is in focus is
reduced with increasing tilt:
When the lens is positioned
so that the center of the
image is focused on the
sensor, one edge of the lens
will be further away from the
sensor and the opposite edge
of the lens will be closer to it.

S

martphone cameras are fast becoming “the only camera you
need” for consumer photo and
video. It’s not just about megapixels:
much of the quality improvement
stems from advanced optics and tiny
new motion systems for precision autofocus.

New Scale's piezo lens focus mechanism on
a board camera.

Autofocus is more than a convenience. It allows larger apertures (for
more light on the sensor), compensating for the resulting lower f-number
and reduced depth-of-field by ensuring that the image plane is precisely
aligned on the sensor’s surface.
Given the capabilities of these tiny
smartphone cameras, it’s no surprise
that engineers want to put them in
the nonconsumer products they’re
designing. The trends are the same
— both consumers and industrial users want smaller devices with higherresolution images and more powerful
features.
Unfortunately, even the most impressive phone cameras are not sufficient for most nonconsumer applications. While image quality does
matter in a phone, it yields to demands such as a super-thin form fac-

tor, low cost, and high-volume manufacturability.
In
nonconsumer
applications, the quality of the image and the detail of the information
it contains are not so negotiable —
while an iPhone app can perform facial recognition, you may not want
to rely on it for access to your bank
account.
Nonetheless, much of the technology developed for today’s smartphone
cameras is being extended for use in
nonconsumer applications.

VCMs in phone cameras

2. Lens motion without tilt. Lens
tilt decreases depth of focus and leads
to blurring on the edges of the image
(see Fig. 1).
In a VCM-based focus system, a
spring or flexure supports a lens assembly that “floats” in a lens barrel
(see Fig. 2). An electric coil around the
lens assembly and permanent magnets in the housing create a closed
magnetic flux path. Applying current
to the coil generates a proportional
Lorentz force along the z-axis. The
spring bends and the lens moves
along the z-axis with position resolution of about 5 μm. Low spring stiffness leads to overshoot, oscillations,
and settling times up to 100 ms. Constant current and power are needed

Compact and cheap, voice-coil motors (VCMs) were widely used for lens
motion in early phone cameras. With
image sensors up to 5 Mpixels, VCM
motion precision is good
enough. However, as
phone camera manufacturers push to improve
image quality — employing
higher-resolution
sensors and larger apertures — the need for
greater precision in lens
motion becomes clear.
Precision lens motion Fig. 2: In a VCM, the spring’s performance is key; low spring
stiffness leads to overshoot, oscillations, and settling times as
has two parts:
long as 100 ms. Then too, use of springs can produce
1. Positioning of the significant lens tilt.
lens along the z-axis,
to maintain a position.
perpendicular to the sensor. The need
The reliance on springs also leads
for precision increases with decreasto significant lens tilt; greater than
ing f-number, which lets in more light
0.3 degrees. Gravity induces tilt if the
for better sensor performance but decamera is used in any nonvertical
creases the depth of focus.
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position. Tilt control can be added at
increased cost and size — negating
the two key advantages of the VCM.
The use of springs also limits lens
mass to about 0.2 g, and lens travel
to about 0.3 mm.

most always require lens assemblies
fered by piezo systems. For example,
with greater mass than the 0.2 g that
for facial or iris scanning security
VCMs can support. Reasons include
systems, greater depth of focus rethe need for larger lens diameters,
sults in systems that are more “forlarger apertures, and heavier materigiving” about the location of the
als such as glass for high clarity or
subject. Scans are easier and faster,
transmission at specific wavelengths.
reducing intrusiveness and annoyPiezo for phone cameras
They usually require longer lens
ance of biometric security systems.
Phone camera designers have begun
travel (stroke) as well.
On the other hand, in medical diusing new piezoelecUnlike VCMs, piezo soagnostics, trends are toward smaller
tric focus systems in
lutions can be scaled to
and thinner sample volumes (for explace of VCMs, to
accommodate greater lens
ample, microfluidics), so the depth
improve both z-axis
mass and longer travel. At
of focus of the optics must be moved
position resolution
the same time, piezo techto align precisely with the sample.
and tilt. These ennology keeps overall camFinally, in many machine-vision/inable higher-resoluera size to a minimum —
spection—and medical applications
tion photo and vidusually only millimeters
as well—the surface to be imaged is
eo in the same tiny
larger than the lens asnot perfectly flat. So low lens tilt and
form factors.
sembly itself.
good depth of focus are necessary to
In a piezoelectric Fig. 3: UTAF piezo lens motion
For example, the M3-F
provide a sharp image across the ensystem,
electrical system for phone cameras is
focus module supports
tire sensor.
signals produce min- thinner than a VCM system and
lens assemblies up to 5 g
offers better position resolution
Hysteresis vs. repeatability
ute bending motions and lower lens tilt.
— 25 times heavier than
VCMs are open-loop systems, with
in a piezoelectric elVCMs can support. It ofsignificant hysteresis that is a funcement. Various mechanisms are emfers lens travel of 1.5 mm or more,
tion of travel and therefore worse
ployed to convert these tiny motions
compared to 0.3 mm for a VCM.
with longer stroke. Both the UTAF
into long-range lens travel.
The M3-F incorand M3-F piezo lens motion systems
For example, for phone
porates a longare closed-loop systems, with magcamera applications, New
travel piezoelectric
netic position sensor and motor drive
Scale Technologies has liSquiggle motor to
ASIC integrated in the module. There
censed its Ultra-Thin Automove the lens baris no external controller board, so toFocus (UTAF) modules in
rel in a housing
tal system size remains small.
which an ultrasonically vi(see Fig. 4). UltraAs closed-loop systems they do
brating piezoelectric beam is
sonic vibrations of
not have hysteresis. Instead, they
placed in direct contact with
the piezoelectric
have bi-directional repeatability that
the lens assembly holder (see
elements rotate a
is fixed over any travel length. For
Fig. 3). The minute motions
screw and cause it
Fig. 4: M3-F piezo lens motion
the M3-F, this is better than ±20 µm
of the piezo element push system maintains the benefits of to translate along
over the full travel range. Unidirecthe lens smoothly along the high-position resolution, low
the axis of the motional repeatability is ±5 µm. Addiz-axis with 1-µm position lens tilt, and small size, while
tor, parallel to the
supporting the longer travel and
tional benefits include fast response
resolution, a 5x improve- greater lens mass requirements z-axis of the lens
of most nonconsumer imaging
and fast settling time, and stable
ment over VCMs.
barrel. The screw
high-stiffness holding force without
A pin bushing guides the applications.
tip is directly couoscillation.
lens and limits tilt to less than 0.1°, a
pled to the lens assembly, moving it
A comparison of the systems disgreater than 3x improvement over
along the lens barrel with a resolucussed in this article is shown in Table
VCMs.
tion of 0.5 µm. As with the UTAF, a
The UTAF was designed to
phone camera specifications:
Table 1: Comparison of focus system types
light lenses (up to 0.25 g), very
Dimensions
Dynamic
Focus system type
Lens Stroke Resolution Hysteresis
thin form factors, very low pow(mm)
(mm)
(μm)
tilt
mass
(degrees)
(g)
er consumption, and high-volume manufacturability at low
VCM
0.2
0.3
5
yes
± 0.3
8.5 x 8.5 x 5
cost. It has a thinner profile
(electromechanical)
than a VCM and an equivalent
UTAF (piezo)
0.25
0.4
1
no
± 0.1
8.5 x 8.5 x 3.8
x-y footprint. Other piezo focus
M3-F (piezo)
5
≥1.5
0.5
no
± 0.1
20 x 22 x 16
solutions in development can
move lenses up to 0.5 g with size
1. Just as piezo compact focus systems
similar to the UTAF system.
pin bushing limits tilt to less than
helped drive advances in phone cam0.1 degree.
A nonconsumer focus
eras, they are set to add new capabilFor nonconsumer applications,
While optical requirements vary,
ity in nonconsumer imaging applithere is additional value in higher
■
nonconsumer imaging systems alcations.
position resolution and low tilt of-
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